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BOD
3 new members
join incumbents;
goals set for year
By MARY AMESBURY
Of the Campus Crier

The three newest members of
Central's Board of Director's took
their places by incumbents Jay
Hileman and Beverly Sager l~st
week..
Jack Day, Pat Harney and
Steve Richardson joined the board
as freshmen to the school's governing body, elected during winter
quarter registration.
Sager and Richardson will not
be able to complete the full term,
which lasts through Winter
Quarter 1983. -They will be
graduated this spring.
Although new to the board, Day,
Harney and Richardson are not
new to student government.
Day, a junior, was ASB president at Juanita High School in the
Seattle area. Other accomplishments include experience as a living group advisor
and active participation on the
Residence Hall Council last year.
Harney, also a junior, served as
an academic representative for
the executive council at Big Bend
Community College and was vicepresident on that counciLbefore he
transferred to Central last year.
Richardson served as vicepresident of the Health Educaton
Club and has been active on the
activies council at CWU.
Sager has been a member of the
board since fall quarter of 1981
and Hileman is the veteran of the
group, having served two terms
prior to his relection winter.
Previous experience in some
form of student government is
vital to the success of a governing
group, according to Harney.
He said his goal is to redefine
the policies concerning the limitations and responsibilities of the
board and other administrative
bodies so new representatives
need not waste time "trying to
figure out the system."
In addition to Hamey's goal, the
board cites several main objectives for its attention this quarter:

Members are intent on securing
Centrals' approval of the
Washington Student Lobby, an
organization that would be a voice
·in Olympia for students of Central
and other universities in the state.
The Lobby would employ a full
time lobbyist in Olympia and
would oppose higher tuition costs
and reduced financial aid.
This measure would add $1 to
tuition and is supported by many
students, according to Sager, who
says the board needs nearly 200
more signatures before taking the
proposal before the Board of
Trustees.
Another goal of the board is to
formulate a policy by which
moriey from campus parking
tickets can be returned to the
university.
Efforts by the board earlier this
year promp_ted Ellensburg Judge
W.R. Cole to rule that the city of
Ellensburg can no longer collect
revenue from campus traffic
tickets after July 1, 1982.
Reorganization of conunittees
and of ·the internal workings between students and the board is
also on the agenda for this
quarter.
"By reworking the structure we
use to involve the students on
committees and by instituting
new procedures for reporting
back to the ASC about committee
activities, I hope to make committees a more effective means of
student involvement in university
policy making,'' Richardson said.
"I want to· create a system of
feedback and to cut out all the unnecessary things so that it's all
(committees) more accessible to
the students."
All of the BOD members expressed concern about the lack of
general student knowledge about
the BOD and its function. "The
BOD is the administrative part of
the ASC," Harney explained.
''Ever}rthing· the ASC does must
come through us."
Hoping to bring the BOD' s
organization into focus for more

(Left to right) Jay Hileman, Bev Sager, Steve Richardson, Pat Harney, Jack Day ,

students, the board is discussing fl
possible shift to one president and
four vice-presidents instead of the
present system of having five
equal positions.
.
"Students can relate better to a
president than a board because
they've had them (presidents)
before," commented Hileman.
"The president, however, would
have no more authority than any

other member."
Such a system would maintain
the checks and balances inherent
in the present structure of the
board, according to Hileman.
To make the board more
responsive to students' questions,
individual members will be
assigned specific responsibilities.
If a student comes to the board
with a question, he or she will be

directed to the person best able to
answer.
Harney invited students to voice
their concerns to the board: "We
want them (the student body) to
feel they can come to us with any
concerns or frustrations (they
may have) with the university."
The board has weekly meetings
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the SUB's
Kachess Room.

Alcohol and driving mix well in demo car
By JIM GRIFFIN
Of the Campus Crier

Can alcohol and driving mix
safely?
There's only one way - if the
driver is behind the wheel and the
alcohol is in the tank.
CWU students will get a chance
to see how this unique combination work1) together to benefit both
car and driver next week.
Roger Lippman's alcoholpowered car will be demonstrated
Tuesday, April 13, on the south
mall next to the SUB from 2-4 p.m.
Lippman's car, a 1967
Volkswagen, is powered by a standard air-cooled engine, modified
to run on 184-proof denatured
alcohol.
The advantages of an alcoholover a gasolirie-powered· engine
are reduced air pollution, less carbon build-up in the engine, a
higher octane rating and improved energy efficiency.

And alcohol can be made from
renewable resources like local .
farm and home wastes.
CWU's technology and industrial education department is
working in conjunction with the
Ellensburg Energy Resource
Center to sponsor the Lippman exhibit.
The exhibition is to help raise
student awareness about alternative fuel sources and to spark
student interest in alternative fuel
research and development.
Lippman received $14,000 from
the U.s.· Department of Energy's
Appropriate Technology Small
Grants Program to fund his project.
His goals are to achieve max-

imum fuel economy with
minimum harmful exhaust emissions and still maintain good performance with minimum engine
wear.
Lippman says he is pleased with
the car's performance results up
to now, but they still don't meet up
to his requirements. He will continue to modify, test and
demonstrate the vehicle until it is
at optimum performance.
Once it reaches that level, Lippman says, he will publish a how-to
manual on the modification process so other people can make the
change. Including parts and
machine shop costs, he estimates
the procedure will cost less than
$100.

Winegar's
Learn to fly this aircraft

DRIVE IN

If you will be graduating soon, we can
guarantee you training as a Marine Corps .
pilot. You can learn to fly some of the most
sophisticated aircraft in the world, such as
the F-18 "HORNET," the AV-BB "HARRIER"

Open
11:15 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

and the A-6 "INTRUDER."

G rad e A -

1

/1

The deadline for applications is very
soon, so see the Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team. in the SUB from 9 a .. m. to 3
p.m. April 13-16, or call {206)442-7710 col-

g a I. 8 9 '

Past 'Homo Whole and
2 Ofo - I 2 gal. 92 c
Whipping cream 60' pint

lect.

Maybe you can be one of us.
419 W 15th

8 blocks west of Pavilion

925-1821
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.Life's easyor maybe not

\"·

'

~g
By YVON BARBER
Editor

Life sure is easy these days.
It's spring quarter and there
really isn't much to worry about.
It's time to kick back and wait
through the next eight weeks 'til
summer vacation rolls around.
Then what? A summer job
maybe - or maybe not.
Unemployment has reached nine·
· percent according to recent
reports. Competion will be stiff for
. all ~se part-time jobs students
/depend on.
/ But that's OK. One summer of
sun and relaxation won't hurt, just

enjoy.
And then head back to campus
in the fall - or maybe not. Even if
you've scraped together some
money for tuition, increased housing costs and inflation will make it
tough for you to afford to live on
campus.
But then, there's always financial aid - or is there? Cutbacks in
the federal and state budgets have
reduced financial aid to a fraction
of what it once was. Those few
who will qualify may get almost
half of what they received last
year.
You know, you still may
graduate - or you may not.

.___.!\,...,- (

._#-.-tL-

_JL'-

Take that------------------------~
By MAn McGILLEN
Editor Emeritus

As I staggered. through registration for the last
time (hopefully) a few days ago, I ·once again encountered students with a petition to be signed.
This particular orie would pave the way for the collective student governing bodies of Washington's
public colleges and universities to hire a professional lobbyist( s).
A professional lobbyi.St( s) who would supposedly
plead the cause of the collective student bOdies of
Washington's public colleges and universities before
the state legislature in Olympia.
I signed the petition. But after thinking about it for
a while, I wish I hadn't, because it just won't work.
Although you may think that, because there are
quite a few college students in the state - approximately 75,000 (excluding junior colleges) - their
collective voice might be much louder than any individual's.
However, the number of students pales when you
compare it to the number of workers in this state
who pay taxes: roughly five million; a ratio of 66 to
,1, or 1.5 percent as many workers as students.

8¥ YVON BARBER
Editor
'.

>.s:tudents · can · influence
l~g~lative policy. The keys are
awareness and involvement.
I agree that 75,000 students (not
to mention· those in community
colleges) aren't influential. If
none· of ·them voices an opionion
about such issues as increased tuition and cutbacks in financial aid,
it's as if they Clori't exist.
0

•

But, if thos·e students call their
congressmen, write to the governor and talk to their families and
friends, they become a force to be
recognized.
And it's important to remember
that students will be a part of the
workforce for the next 30 years or
so - something few politicians
can afford to overlook.
There's no excuse for us not to
exercise our right as citizens to
vote and to participate in govern-

In theory, it would appear that if we had a paid lobbyist ($1 per student,per quarter) in Olympia to fight
for us, our chances of being cut would be lessened.
In practice, unfortunately, a lobbyist is only as
powerful as the group who finances him. As
students, individually or collectively, we are
powerless. We can't go on strike. We can't boycott.
We can't withold ou,r taxes, because for the most
part, we don't pay any.
The rock-hard bottom line is this: like it or not,
students are at the mercy of the powers that be. In
this state, which ranks 48th or so in the country in its
support of higher education, college students are
treated like children.
If the shoe fits.
One ·real, although harsh, solution, already taken
by many students, faculty and others who have
already discovered that Washington is neither a
good place to go to ,school or work, is to leave the
state.
But to pay somebody or somebodies $75,000 every
three months to fight a battle that they can't win, is
not a solution, but only a waste of time and money.
So who do you think the legislators are going to

ment.
And there's. no better place to
begin than on campus. The Board
of Directors will' be making some
important decisions about student
funds this quarter. That's important enough to make each of us attend at least one of the weekly
BOD meetings.
We can make a difference. All it
takes is a little effort.
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listen to, the millions of working stiffs who are paying their salaries, or a bunch of college kids who
spend much of their time drinking and playing Pac
Man?
Exactly.
To address those critics who will surely point to
the power of the collective student protest of the
Vietnam War, it must be pointed out we are disCU$Sing two different issues: morality and business.
While the main thrust of the Vietnam protest -was
the moral issue of Americans killing and being killed
for little ot no reason, the problem of the state's
finances - including the decision to decrease funding for higher education - is strictly business.
While it may seem to some that decreasing funds
for higher education is immoral, it is a business
situation in which the legislature has little choice.
. There are too many services and not enough
money. Through little faiµt of his own (the state's·
current budget woes are due to the combined lack of
foresight on the part of Dixy Lee Ray and her
predecessor, Dan Evans), Gov. Spellman has few
·
options.
Cut spending or raise taxes, or do a little of both.

"I believe that every right implies

a responsibility; every opportunity
an obligation; every possession
a duty."

.

'

John' D. Rockefeller, Jr

CAMPUS CRIER
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the Central
Washington University Mass Media Program and is published weekly during the academic year,
with bi-weekly publication during summer quarter.
Views expressed are not necessarily those of the staff or editors. Advertising material does not
imply endorsement. Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, Wash. 98926. office phone
963-1026.
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To the Editor;
I attended Central for one year
to complete a major in the nationally known Paramedics
Studies program. I found the program excellent, and the instructors genuine in their enthusiasm
in helping me to learn. I am very
grateful for that.
The biggest surprise of my experience at Central was the genuine friendship I developed the
the administration. Dean of
Undergraduate Studies Donald
Schliesman, helped to untangle all
the red· tape in transferring
credits.
· Dean of Students Don Guy was
the most personable and approachable Dean of Studeqts I've
ehcountered in the three universities I've attended.

Editor's note. The Campus Crier
staff endeavors to be accurate in
gathering information. "!'I e do,
however, make mistakes. We
apologize for any inconvienice to
our readers.

In the March 11 issue of the Crier,
Jimmie R. Applegate, Dean of the
School of Professional Studies was
reported as approving a bill introduced by Senator George Scott
which would require essay tests
for all applicants for teacher certification effective July 1.
Applegate does not approve . of
the bill in its present form, and
has so informed Senator Scott.
We regret that his position was
misrepresented.
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Students at Central are lucky to
have faculty and administrators
of Guy's and Schliesman's caliber
who are interested in students as
people, not as social security
numbers. I hope students will
recognize this and take the opportunity to get to know the faculty
and administration.
R. Quigg Lawrence,
Class of '82
_. Richmond, VA.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Campus Crier
welcomes your letters to
the editor. Please keep letters to a minimwn - no
more than 200 words.
The editor reserves the
right to edit letters, and is
not obligated to publish all
letters received.
Only · letters which are
signed will be printed.
Thank you for your interest.

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10, 000 career,oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express~ Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
·
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it:·

Call today for an application:
800-528-8000.

o .......u.~a-,. 1'l82.

,.

Pizza Place introduces:

Monda)! Hat Club
Purchase a $5 hat at The Place and from
now on, when you wear it in on Mondays,
you pay happy hour beer prices.

(l.D. Required)_

Happy Hour all day Mondays

This Monday
pizza
place

April 12
~

3-Sp.rn.

S125 pitchers of beer with a Frazzini's hat.~$ cents
~

" BEST PIZZA IN TOWN"

of every pitcher sold goes to help support CWU wrestler Richard Esparza on an
AAU wrestling frip to Japan and

Ko~ea.
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Spring quarter
Yvon Barber has been chosen to
head the Campus Crier, Central's
weekly student newspaper, for the
next two months. She will serve as
editor-in-chief for Spring Quarter
1982, through the end.of May.
Barber, who will graduate in
June with a major in journalism,
recently completed a· student internship as an editorial assistant
at Westinghouse Hanford Company in Richland.
She ·coordinated writing, editing
and photography for the
Westinghouse Hanford News and
Employee Bulletin, and worked in
the corporation's public relations
departmetn during her twoquarter internship.
Barber, a 1973 graduate of
Richland's Columbia Basin High
School, has served on the Campus
Crier staff as a news and feature
writer. She has also written and
broadcast news for KCAT-FM, the
university radio station. Her husband, Joel, teaches in the
Richland area.

Bye-Bye
-Social Security
Campus Digest News Service

Mayday will take on a new
meaning this spring. Traditionally
celebrated as the beginning of
summmer activities, May 1 this
year. marks the cut-off date for
Social Security aid to college
students.
And the rush is on for many
students to enter college before
they lose their aid. The program,
which currently pays an average
of almost $250 a month each to
some 760,000 students, expects to
save $2. 7 billion a year by 1986 once
the benefits have stopped.
Because the payments mean the
difference between attending college or not, many high schools are
helping students gain early entrance to institutions of higher
learning.
The University of Pittsburgh has
alerted applicants about the aid
deadline and officials there say
they expect 130 students to arrive
in April instead of September. The
curriculum is being adjusted to accomodate them. The University of
Missouri recently enrolled about a
dozen students prematurely after
high schools agreed to give them
diplomas later.

Other editorial staff members
spring quarter include: Managing/News Editor Melissa Young,
a Crier staff member for five
quarters. She has worked as a
reporter, news editor and arts and
entertainment editor for the paper
in the past;
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Lyssa Shaw. Shaw was a
newswriter this winter and has
had experience writing arts and
entertainment;
Sports Editor Ted Zurcher, who
wrote sports for the Crier fall
quarter;
· Copy Editor Denise Huber, an
arts and entertainment staff
writer for the Crier fall and winter
quarters;
Photo Editor Tim Patrick, who
served as a staff photographer fall
quarter and senior staff
· photographer winter quarter, and
Assistant News Editor Steve
Fishburn, a newswriter fall
quarter.

study at Minnesota in which
men and women talked on the
telephone to strangers who
were described to them as
physically attractive or unattractive. The conversations
were recorded, and outside
observers were asl<cd to tell
what kind of person someone
was by listening to the call.
The results revealed, in
almost self-fulfilling fashion,
that a woman who was talking
to a man who believed that she
was physically attractive was
judged, on the basis of her verbal behavior alone, to be more
poised, more sociable, more
vivacious and so on than was
a woman who was talking to a
man who believed her to be
unattractive.
According to Becscheid the
study showed that the men
brought out of the women the
very behavior they expectecJ
them to demonstrate ,
l3erscheid has also attracted
some political criticism.
1975 she received the uncoveted Golden Fleece Award
from · Sen. William Proxmire
(0-Wis. ), who called her
$84,000 grant from the National Science Foundation a
"boondoggle."

In

P oto y G. Scott Spruill

(left to right) Lyssa Show, Yvon Bor~er, Steve Fishburn, Ted Zurcher, Melissa Young, Denise Huber, Tim Patrick

Campus Ministry sold
.

By PATTI SANDWICK _
Of the Campus Crier

As of June 1, the Center for
Campus Ministry will no longer be
open.
The building on 1101 N. Alder
has been sold by the National
Luth~ran Campus Ministry and
purchased by chiropractors Dr.
Maynard Linder and Dr. Don
Childress. Their plans are to open
the building as a chiropractic
center in late July . .
Campus Ministry, and Friday
Fest will continue, and the people
invol~ed with the workings of the
center and the various groups;
Lutheran, Catholic, Seventh Day
Adventists, Campus Crusade,
Christians on Campus; need not
worry for the activities will continue.
- They will no longer meet in the
center is all. Or in the words of
Lutheran Minister Dr. David Ellingson, "You don't have to have a
center to have a ministry." He

The bottom line, according
to Berscheid, is that good
looks affect the quality of your
life. How you are treated in
job interviews, at social occasions and your self-esteem are
all directly affected by how attractive you think you are.
She says that not unexpectedly, attractive people
seem to be more socially active
~md have more social skills.
They dfe also more assertive
zmd subsequently more successful at what they do.

.

, e~phasized that the ministry will

strained and there were some difstill continue, it will just have to ficulties. At the present this promove to other areas on campus blem has been alleviated and
like Grupe Conference Center and there is no need to work only out of
. more activities will be out of the the campus center.
individual church parishes.
Especially when some churches
- According to Ellingson there boast of an extremely large stuare many reasons behind the sale dent population in their congregaof the center. Primarily, as costs tions.
continued to rise for the center,
What is the future for the
the number of groups par- center? They would like to build
ticipating and using the facility closer to campus and make the
dropped, and the groups still-using building more of a worship center
the center couldn't afford to pick with a chapel. This could be acup the slack.
complished by the. different
In addition, the center is out of groups contributing and working
the mainstream of traffic on cam- together.
With the predicament of no cen.pus. It was put-there when it was
origi!taly thought that the campus tral center to work out of, many
would expand to 15,000 people, · people are using more facilities on
campus, working closely with the
thereby putting the center near
the middle of campus.
A.S.C. and the scheduling office,
Another reason, somewhat irbuilding new and important relarelevant now, is that when the
tionships. They hope to bring their
center was built the relationship
churches and functions closer to
between town and gown was
students.

GoBass~

arGo
Barefgot
~

Good looks
may mean

$2499

goo.d jobs
. Campus Digest News Service

What you always thought
was t·he truth is the.
truth~good looking people
get all ,the breaks.
Recent studies around the
co untry paint a rather
frightening picture as to just
how important looks can be.
T he, ·university of Minnesota
conducted a study which
s howed
nursery
sc hoolchildren, who were
judged attractive by adults,
were more popular with their
classmates than were those
children judged unattractive.
Ellen l3crscheid and Mark
Snyder conducted another

America's favorite sandal.
The suede lined innersole and
distinctive ~tyling have made Bass®
Sunjuns® #l under the sun.
Why roll around in the mud when you can rent a hoist?

DOLLARWAY
RENT-A-BAY
Change your oil and lube your car

SI minimum
an hour
At the Mobile Station on the west interchange.
SJ

Mundy's
Shoe

St ·~~

Downtowr

..........

~----------------------~~,,

~
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lntroduc:;ing our new·

WICKER SHOP
AT SAVINGS OF

20°/o

OFF

Open 9:30-5:30
, Mon.-Sat.
962-6191

A Division of Comm unit~ Stores

Four piec~ Bleached wic~er furniture set Reg. $499 °0
Four piece Rattan furniture set Reg. $499 40

..

Choose from:
Buri trunks
Rattan trunks
..-

Buri etageres
Empress cha~rs
Corner shelves
Magazine racks
Rattan hampers
Plant pot covers
Buri barrel chairs
Bamboo hampers
36" round sisal mats
Burnt Rattan shelves
Buri sunburst screens
Bathroom accessories
Oval willow laundry baskets
. Round willow laundry baskets
.L acquered Rattan wall shelves

,
.
·
.99 G

109 Ea.s t lhird

Now$399°0
.
Now$399°0
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getaway

DOWN

1.
6.
8.
12.
13.
14.

Fellow
Gra:riah color
Two together
Refurbish
Cote aound
Away from the
wind
15. Eye part
16. S~etti
strainer
18. Any hindrance
to progruc
20. Political
faction
21. Respond to
stimuli
25. Moreover
28. By
29. "Goof" on the
diamond
30. Idle
32. Make a lawn
34. Smarting
36. Engine
37. "Love and a
- n011e can't
be hid"
39. Diminutive

1. Nunery it.em
2. Villain's

op)I09it.e
3. Mine entrance
4.

'!!!!~~

s. Consents
Eventually:
3 wda.
, 7. Ground
depreuion
8,. Money-house
executives
9. "The good days"
10. Aid for a
linksman
11. That girl
17. Israeli port
19. Pit.cher rim
22. Lined· up
23. Most important
part
24. Arin
21. Charity
26· "High - "
Z'l. Comput.er
input
31. Used-car-lot
sisn: 2 wda.
40. Entrap
33. Stubbomly
41. Unprofeuional
determined:
person
2 wds.
43. Item in a
36. Gather grain
closet: 2 wds.
38. Scoop of ice

6:

china

48. Palpitat.es
51. Lenirtb times
width
·

52. Viva-voce
58. Bom: French
54. Deadly septet
56. BomonJm of

''pain"

42.

=ct

44. Miu Tumer

45.

Looking for some entertainme~t
away from the atmosphere of college and community? This column will feature in weeks to come
/ anything that might be happening
elsewhere that will be of interest
to those who have weekends to
spare. This is your opportunity to
getaway ...

4 April 8-11
·Kroeze Brothers
Crusade, Yakima Center, Yakima
April a
J. Geils Bank, Seattle
Center, Seattle
April

10

Capitol

Last day for uncontested
withdrawals - April 13
Last day to register for
intramurals - April 14

The Irish Rovers,
Theatre, Yakima

Through April l l

Valley

Last day to apply for
BA degree - April 12 ·

blD YOU \-\EA~ A'Do\XT
.•. IN ONE bAY. ITwA.5
f~A~~. \.\E GAVE UP DRUb.S, A VE..RY 5At> FUNERAL .

Meekers Shows,
Mall,
. Yakima

April II
Penny Handicap,
Yakima Center, Yakima

~

~:i:e!i:n~oan

46. Scenite's

dwelling
47. Facility
48. Soda .

66. Gallery displaJ' 49. ~::!hT:.~.ning
57
·
for
50. Cure leat her

t;

bf\INKIN0, SMof::I t\l& A~"b ~
WlL'b t=e.MALt.s ALL... ~

~

Oregon Symphony, ·
James DePriest, Capitol Theatre,
Yakima
April 13

!'.::!.8!1n

Big John's
Specializing in the
Big John Burger
'~A Meal in Itself"

/

Variety of shake flavors!

____

925-5900

908 EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG

Centel

I 09 'la West Sixth
P.O. Box 282
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962· 9863 ext. 268

ENERGY EVENTS CALENDAR

n

1r.-i..~L,
·1·.

1

T

_.
1
{U~.·...-.v,~.·f~. 1
~

:

:.!

/'9'~EGGS·ACTLY ~~---

Photo _Processing
Special

HOVRS: Sunday-Thursday 11a.m. - Midnite
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday-Saturday
Delivery starts at 5 p.m. daily
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RIGHT FOR EASTER!

We Deliver!
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SAVING ENERGY AT HOME: SPACE. TIME&UNDERGROUND
SOLAR (A Discussion about Heat Pumps)
HARVEY LEFF, Institute for Energy Analysis/Oak Ridge, TN
THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1982 I 7:30 p.m. Ellensburg Library
EARTH SHELTERED HOMES-An Introduction
DON STEPHENS. Director, Terratech Team/Spokane, WA
FRIDAY. April 30, 198217 p.m. Ellensburg High Theater
EARTH SHELTERED HOMES- DESIGN CLINIC
Don Stephens, Director, Terrotech Team/Spokane, WA
SATURDAY, May 1, 1982/.9:30a.m.EllensburgHigh Theater
SMALL-SCALE HYDROPOWER
Gil McCOY, Washington State Energy Office
WEDNESDAY, May 12, 1982/7p.m.EllensburgPubliclibrary

THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE-A HANDS-ON WORKSHOP
Local Experts
-- . _ 1--- Mid-June - Exact time, date & location to be announced.
$pon1Cred by the U.S. 0epart,,_1 of Energy and the WHllington State En41<QY Office in
cooperation witll the City ol Ettenaourg end Ille Kittitas vattay Aitemali.. Energy AaaOCialion.

t;>eveloping and Printing

$1.99

12 Exposure Rolls

24 Exp. $3.29

36 Exp. $4. 79

Sizes: 110, 126, 135 C41 Color Print Film
Offer Good April 8 thru April 15, 1982
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T·r acksters show
well at WWU invite
By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

John Granbery hurls another pitch at a Seattle University Chieftain on his way to a 4-1 victory Tuesday afternoon.
Granbery went on to pitch a three hitter for his third straight victory.

Last Saturday, April 3, the
men's and women's track teams
discovered that 1982's version of
spring is the same in Bellingham
as it is in Ellensburg. The annu~l
· Western Washington Invitational,
fielding 16 schools and clubs, has
seen better days weather wise.
Cold Puget Sound winds
hindered the running events and
April showers left runways and
weight circles wet and slippery.
However, through the rain smudged score sheets, emerged fine
Wildcat marks.
MEN
In the spints, Yakima
Valley transfer Wayne Sweet's
victorious 11.4 in the 100 meters
led a strong Central trio of Ernie
Campbell(third) and Dennis Carda (fifth).
These three, teamed with Kevin
Proctor, relayed the 400-meter
oval in a winning time of 44.2, half
a second off their season best of
43.7.
Rounding out the short distance
races for the day Sweet returned
to place third in the 200 with a
time of 23.3 and freslunan Chris
Burch, recovering from a tender
hamstring, ran a 51.4 for fifth in
the 400.
In the middle distances
sophomore Bob Prather raced to a
personal best of 1:55.3 in the 800
for third place. Rob Schippers
continued his undefeated streak
against district competition taking the 1500 in 3:56.6. Freslunan
Dale King was sixth in 4: 04. 7.
Ted Mittelstaedt led the
distance crew with a lifetime best
in the 5000 of 14:50.0. Paul Harshman, who qualified for nationals in the 10,000 in Eugene two
weeks ago with a time of 15: 12.

'Cats trounce Chiefs
By TED ZURCHER
Sports Editor

After 21 games on the road,
·CWU's baseball squad made its

home debut Tuesday afternoon as
they swept a double header from
Seattle University. Jon Granberg
(Sr. ,Bellvue) hurled a three-hitter
and Britt Stone (Jr.,EverettCentralia CC) smashed a three
run homer to lead the Wildcats to
a 4-1 NAIA Division 1 contest. The
'Cats extended their winning
streak to seven games by trouncing the Chieftains 20-10 in the second contest.
Central is currently leading
their league with a 3-1
record,their lone loss coming

from a 1-0 defeat by Whitman College last week. Whitworth College
trails the 'Cats with a 4-2 record.
Central' s overall record is now
11-12 with nine of their losses coming to NCAA Division 1 schools.
CWU swept a twinbill from NCAA
power Eastern Washington
University .last weekend in
Cheney to propel them into NAIA
play. "Playing those NCAA
schools has really paid off for us,''
Coach Mike Dunbar said.
According to Dunbar, the squad
has many newcomers that have
added depth and experience to the
team. ''The team is really looking
good right now," he said," The
pitching is consistent, the defense
is good, and we're getting the hits
when we need them. If we can

maintain our intensity, we'll have
a very good season."
Granberg,whose 12 inning
shutout streak was snapped in the
first game against Seattle, was
singled out by the coach for his
fine work on the mound. Dunbar is
also pleased with Tim Slavin
(Sr.,Lacey), a transfer from
Washington State University, who
is leading the club in hitting with a
.400 average. Slavin, along with
Mike' McGuire (Jr. ,SeattleNathan Hale), leads the 'Cats in
the RBI' department with 16.
Gonzaga University visits Central today for a 3pm contest at
Tomlinson Field. Saturday the
Wildcats will travel to the TriCities for a twinbill with Eastern
Oregon State College.

Roger Howell, ran second in the
10,000 . clocking 33:Zl.7. Howell
qualified in the marathon in
February running the 26.2 mile
race in 2:34.
Jim Holding ran fourth in the
110 high hurdles clocking 16.2
while frosh Rich Arlt hurdled 16. 7
in the high hurdles and 58.7 in the
400 intermediate hurdles.
Central swept the high, long and
triple jumps with outstanding performances by all of Central' s
leapers. Tom Morse jumped 6-0 to
take the victory, Tom Crowell
leaped 20-8 for a victorious
horizontal and Sweet bounded 46-9
to outdistance the field in triple
jump. Crowell triple jumped 42-2
for third.
Jon Torrence dominated the cement circles with winning throws
of 46-11 in the shot and 147-1 in the
discus. Scott Londino nailed down
second in the hammer with a 122-4
effort.
WOMEN The top mark for the
ladies was freshman Roslyn Farrington' s first-place shot put of
39-6. The put ranks her third in the
latest Region nine AIAW lists.
Farrington also placed fourth in
the discus with a throw of 111-5.
Lorna Beaver came off her region
leading javelin effort (141-8) of a
week ago with 113-3. Freshman
Sue Heacock tripled the weights
with 30-t in the shot, 103-11 in the
discus, and 105-1 in the javelin.
The other Wildcat victory came
in the 4 x lOO"'relay. Alice Pleasant, Denise Steele, Sheri McCormick and Julie Smith passed the
stick to post a season-best time of
51.4. Central women picked up
four other fifths and a fourth in the
rwming events.
Begining today Central hosts
three consecutive Tomlinson field
invitationals, the other two will be
on April 17 and April 24.

Men's tennis

Intramural wrap up
When intramural athletic
events take place a lot of excitement usually isn't generated, but
last week when the residence hall
basketball championships were
being fought for it might as well
have been the Sonics and the
Bullets all over again.
In the co-ed division "Nishis
Place" skinned by Carmody by
out hooping them 31-27. Though
the winning team was short on
substitutes, they had only six
players present for the game, they
still prevailed.
" Stamp Orchard's" pounded
the "Generic Team" 56-44 to take
the women':: "itle in a game where
~eamworl.:: ,., as the key. ....,inda
ftaL•P 1f2.: he only player in double figures with ten points.
"The Hose" pulled out a 75--67

victory over "Bad" in what was a
close contest from the opening
tipoff to the final buzzer. "The
Hose" held but a one point lead at
the half and only by . the sharp
shooting of Jon Jordan were they
able to find some breathing room
in the second half.
In the men's short man league
the "All-Stars" wrapped up a
perfect season with a 47-36
blowout over another previously
undefeated squad. Coach Mike
Schellhorn said the key to his
team's victory was their defense.
"We blocked some shots in the
~irst half which set the tempo for
. •e game," Horn said. "They
'AHwStars" opponents ) have
•en a scoring :.nachine all year,
•tour defense and board control
really did a job on them.''

Coach forsees improveinent ~
Central began its . 17-match
men's tennis campaign Wednesday, March 31 hosting Spokane
Community College.
The 'Cats were 1-11 last year,
but will be improved. ''We are
, much better at the number 4, 5
and 6 positions," Head Coach
Everett Irish, in his 13th season,
said. "That could make a difference in several dual matches.''
Returning this year are seniors
Barchlay Owens from Ellensburg
and Mark Harrington from
Kirkland and juniors Leroy Cruse
from
Ellensburg,
Mark
Bofenkamp from Tacoma and
Dan Funk from Buckley.
Irish said Harrington, 3-5 last
year in singles, is greatly improved, and Cruse, 1-10 last year in the
No. 2 singles slot, has looked
sharp in pre-season drills. Owens
was 2·11 last ye"r in the No. 1
singles postion.
Owens, Cruse and IIarrington

are rated the top three players.
Newcomers battling for spots in
the starting lineup will be juniors
Ron Van Horn from Carroll High
School in Yakima and Paul
Visaya from Wapato, sophomore
Mark Textor from Federal Way
and freshman Marc Forsythe
from Mountlake Terrace. Van
Horn sat out last season after lettering in 1979 and 1980.

Team.
roster
Marc Berry, Fr., Federal Way ·
Mark Bofenkamp, Jr., Tacoma
(Del Valle, Calif. )
Leroy Cruse, Jr., Ellensburg
Steve Cavis, Fr., Allyn (North
Mason)

Marc Forsythe, Fr., Mountlake·
Terrace
Dan Funk, Jr., Buckley (White
River)
Mark Harrington, Sr., Kirkland.
(Juanita)
Kurt Imig, Fr., Anchorage (West) ..
Barclay Owens, Sr., Ellensburg
Dave Palodichuk, Fr., Battleground
Doyle Shaffer, Fr., Wapato
Brian Maskell, Fr., Burlington ·
(Burlington-Edison)
Dick Rayray, Fr., Seattle '
(Cleveland)
Hideki ·Shinoda, Fr., Bellevue
(Tsurmine,Japan)
Mark Textor, So.; Federal Way
(Decatur)
Ron Van Horn, Jr .. Yakima (Carroll) ,
Paul Visaya, Jr., Wapato
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Slugger

schedule

APRIL
1
4
6

8'

1o
13
14
17
20
22
27

Whitworth College . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(to be played in Moses Lake)
at Eastern Washington University ....
Seattle University ..............
Gonzaga University .............
Eastern Oregon State College . . . .
(to be played in the Tri Cities)
University of Washington . . . . . . . .
Pacific Lutheran University ..... ~
at Lewis Clark State College .. ,_. . .
Judson ·Baptist College ..........
Lewis Clark State College .. . . . . . .
University of Puget Sound . . . . . . .

1-9 . . 7:00

at Seattle University . .............
at University of Puget Sound .......
Washington State University . . . . . .
(to be played in, Kennewick)
Whitman College : . . . . . ... . . . . . .
University of Puget .Sound .·: ....

2-7 .. · 12:00
2-7 .. 12:00
1-9 . . 7:0Q

2-7 . . 1:00
2-7 .. 12:00
1-9 . . 3:00
2-7 . . 1:00
2-7 . .
2-7 '. .
1-9 . .
2-7 . ..
1-9 . .
2· T . .

12:00
12:00
5:00
12:00
1:00
12:00

MAY
.1
2
4
7
9

1-9 . . 3:00
2-7 .. 12:00

11
Eastern Washingt~n University . . . 2-7 .. 12:00
14-15 at NAIA District' I Championships
'
(site to be determined)
31-JUNE 5 at NAIA National Championships
(Lubbock, Texas)

Softball time
oto y Tim Patrick

Walt Cesinat drives a shot while preparing for the CWU Invitational .scheduled for today and tomorrow in Yakima.

Golfers host invite
By TED ZURCHER
Sports -Editor

Central's varsity golf team
hosts the CWU invitational in
Yakima today and tomorrow. The
linksmen are coming off an impressive third place finish at the·
Whitman College Invitational in
Walla Walla last Thursday.
The Wildcats were paced by
C.D. Hoiness (Sr., Longview) and
Jeff Welch (Sr., Renton-Bellvue
CC) who each shot a 164 in the

stormy weather, while · Mark
Nelson (Sr., Del City, Okla.)
followed with a 165.
· The 'Cats look to be a much improved team over last year's
NAIA District _1 cellar dwellars,
according to coach Bink Beamer.
The golfers have two returning
lettermen in Hoiness and Gary
Vandenbos
(Jr.,
LaceyTimberline), with Nelson, a 1981
squad member, also returning.
Newcomers Walt Cesmat (So.,

West Seattle), Kerry Snodgrass
(Fr., Selah), Jim Stacey (Jr.,
Centralia-Lower Colwnbia), Joe
Purdue (So., Bremerton-West),
Bill Frye (Fr., Cascade), and Dan
Sullivan (Fr., Redmond) round
out the squad's roster.
The CWU Invitational will be
played at Sun Tides golf course in
Yakima this afternoon. The
linksmen will tee up at the
Yakima Country Club tommorrow
afternoon.

Know what .goes with spring and
nice weather - intramural softball. Registration began March 8
and will close April 14.
A team manager's meeting will
be ·April 14. Sign up at Nicholson
Pavilion, room 108 and check with
Coordinator Bill Parker.
Actual play starts April 19. The
leagues are:
Monday-Wednesday
Men's "A" 3:00

Tuesday-Thursday
Men's "B" 3:00
Men's "C" 4:00
Women's "L" 5:00
Co-Ed "Z" 6: 00
For more information contact Intramuals at 963-1751.
·

INTRA.M URA·LS
Memorandum
·T o:

All CWU intramural
Teams

From:

Plaza Sport Fashions
708 E. 8th- In the Plaza

, Re:

Happy Easter!

Women's "W" 4:00
Co-Ed "X" 5:00
Co-Ed "Y" 6:00

DISCOUNT RATE FOR

TEAM SH IRTS ·
For the month of April

Fr~shness

is
our specialty

you can get
B.V.D. l 00% cotton
or 50 poly /50 cotton

200 vV. Main

925-5229
Open

Monday-Saturday
10-6

r------------------,
Clip & Save 1

. t COUPON

:

IOO/o

:

OFF ANY PURCHASE

:

Hanvolds Seafood
Expires April 30, 1982

1

I
I
I
:

L-----------~-~----·

T-Shirts
at the group rate ( 6 or more) of

$3°0 each ·
Lettering on these shirts
only at 15 cents a letter
Limited to stock on.hand·
Other shirts at usual group rates
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'Tis the season season
for hot dogs, bee'r
Associated Press

Welcome back, baseball.
been away too long.
After an autumn of firstowns
and touchdowns, a winter of giving fouls and fouling out, of icing
the puck and just plain ice on the
front walk, April is here and it's
finally back to the basics.
Pete Rose is still making headfirst slides. Gaylord Perry is still
. doing funny things with the
baseball. Pops Stargell and Carl
, Yastrzemski are still swinging for
the seats. And Roy Campanella
once called this a boys' game.
From now on you'll read about
Mike Schmidt and George Brett
instead of Marvin Miller and Ray
Grebey. And won't that be a
relief? The news will be of runs,
hits and errors, not litigations, arbitrations and negotiations.
After last summer's hot air and
last winter's wind chill, we've
earned that much. ·
This is the best time of the year
since no matter who you root for,
'your ,team is sitting pretty right
now. That new second baseman
hit a ton is spring training, and the
trade y9ur club made will fill in
the last piece of the puzzle. The
rookie at third makes all the
plays, and the guy in left ought to
hit 30 homers. Start the season.
Our guys can't lose.
Hope springs, eternal - now.
Seattle and Toronto haven't lost
many games yet and Oakland and
the Yankees haven't won many.
The races are wide open - now.
Anything can happen.
Baseball thrives on its own
history. The Boston Red Sox went
from ninth place in 1966 to the
American League pennant in 1967.
The New York Mets were ninth in
1968 and World Champions the
next year. It has happened before.
It can happen again. Believe it.
Being a baseball fan is walking
You'v~

COLLEGE
RINGS

away from the dinner table
without eating because of the knot·
in our stomach after your team
lost a heartbreaker. The obvious
anguish simply won't permit the
digestive process to take place.
Being a baseball fan is being
devoted, the kind of devotion that
causes you to plunk down a couple
bucks for a cap or a shirt with the
team's logo.
The beauty of baseball is in its
timelessness. It is a relaxing way
to spend a lazy, hazy summer's
day in the sun, without the least
bit of concern for .how long it lasts.
The game's anthem includes the
refrain, " ...I don't care if l never
get back ... " and that's exactly
right. There is no two-minute drill
in baseball, no hurry-up· offense,
and frankiy, hurrying up is not very relaxing.
Baseball was designed to be
played by nine guys on a grass
field in the daytime, but it seldom
is.
But the fans forgive little indiscretions because of the bottom
line. They're playmg baseball,
aren't they?
The long, cold winter is over, at
last.

Winners
American League
West
Texas Rangers

East
New York Yanks'

National .League
West ·
Houston Astros

Montreal Expos

Series
Texas over Houston
•Curriculum side
•Diamond top - 5,
10or25point
panei
•Encrusting on any
smooth surface
•Full name or initials
engraved inside
•Ellen ,s burg Blue
Agate

SAVE .

Appointments preferred

Netters off to slow start
By RICHARD MATIHEWS

Spring has found the women's
tennis team looking to change its
early season image and get on
with winning ways.
Last season's lady netters compiled a 7-9 record, but have
started this season out with a
dissapointing record of 1-7.
"We were a little tougher last
year and had more depth," commented tennis coach Dee Johns.
Despite the team's losing
record, Johns said, "We have a lot
of team unity and cooperation in
practice, but haven't quite put it

together offensively yet."
Johns stressed the difficulty of
rebuilding a team after losing last
year's number one singles player,
Teresa Smik and number five
singles netter, Kathy Wimer.
This season's team has two
returnees in third year veteran
Shelly Wheeler who succeeded
Smik as the number one singles
player, and Rhonda Martin in the
number three singles spot.
Other players are Cheryl Shaw
at the number two singles position, Jonna Howard at number
four, Tamie Hamilton at five, and

WE GOOFED

Sharon Story at the six spot. Supporting roles are played by Kristi
Baird, Kristi. Rupp, and Marie
Hendrickson.
Idaho State, winner of a national berth the past four years
looks to be the team to watch in
this league. The University of
Puget Sound and Eastern
Washington round out the league's
top three teams.
If Central's t~ is to turn
around their .season Johns said,
"We must eliminate unforced errors and put away the point or
last set that will count."

SAVE

Install HBO now fo·r ~nly $5.00··save $15.00 on in·
stallation. Basic cable and 3 premiums now only
$35.95-save $7.15 per month. Basic Cable . and
any 2 premiums now only, $28. 95-save $3.20 per
month. lnstallat-ion offer expires soon.
·

Art of Jewelry
309 N . Pearl 925-9560

Women's tennis

of the ~ampus Crier

East

Choose from:

Photo by Tim Patrick

Sharon Story takes a swing at the ball during a recent practice session. Story and her teammates travel to Walla
Walla tomorrow for three matches.

SAVE .

•<King Videocable
1105 E. 10th St.

.

Ellensburg

SAVE
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Golf Slate
APRIL
1-2 Whitman College Invitational . . . . . . . . Walla Walla
8-9 CWU Invitational . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yakima
22-23 Western Washington University lnvitatio.nal
Bellingham
29-30 Eastern Washimiton University Invitational
.
Spokane

MAY
6-7

NAIA District I Tournament . . . . . . . . . . Vancouver
Host School: Simon Fraser University
British Columbia

JUNE
1-4

NAIA National Championships . . . . . . . . Burlington
Host School: Elon College . . . . . . . . North Carolina

Sonic Highlights·
Sonic leaders: Scoring-Williams
1
23.5, Sikma 19.5, Shelton 14.9.
Rebounding-Sikma 12.3, Shelton
6.3, Donaldson 6.0. AssistsWilliams 6. 7, Sikma 3.3,
. Shelton/Walker 3.2. StealsWilliams 2.18. Blocked ShotsDonaldson
1.8.
Defense the key: Not surprisingly, defense seems to consistently Seattle only team to shutout two
be the key to the Sonics' success tough Eastern clubs: The Sonics
this season-Seattle is 24-2 (the se- are the only NBA team to have
cond loss corning on Friday vs. compiled shutouts against two of
Houston) when they have limited the league's toughest clubs, the
their opponents to less than 100 Boston Celtics and the Milwaukee
points (14-1 at home, 10-1 on the Bucks ... Seattle went 2-0 against
road) ...Seattle's defensive field these two teams in 1981-82. The
goal average of 45.5 percent at the Sonics are the only team to have
beginning of the week remains the swept the defending Champion
league's best mark.
Celtics, and join the Golden State
Warriors as the only two teams to
post undefeated records against
·
the Bucks.

Last year: After 70 games last
season, the Sonics were 31-39, and
were in last place in the Pacific
Division, 201/2 games behind the
division leaders ...

••••••••

Hours

•.

How to
advertise in
this newspaper

Monday - Friday

:

Contact Ad manager Alan Anderson at

...........

.. ... .. .. !'- ... • .. .. • • ... ... ... • ... • .. ... ... ... • ... ... ... • • ... • • • •
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•
•
••
•..
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*..

..
*
*..
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....

...

6a.m.-10:30p.m ...*

..
.
,•..
..
.

Saturday

.

963-1026-or drop by the Crier off ice, SUB 217
& 218. Display deadlines are as follows:

:
:

Fridal, 5 ~.rn .

•

9 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. *
*

Sunday
9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

*

*Facilities include:
-Indoor Tennis & Racquetball Courts
OPTIONS:

Special Student Rate

: $60 (plus-tax) for entire quarter
:* $25 M~nthly for ulimited play

.

•

Two Central baseball players complete a double play in a game last Tuesday against Seattle University at Tomlinson
Field. The 'Cots swept the double-header 4-1 and 20-10.

Insertion order must be pl·a ced

with ad rep. for following Thursday's
pu bl icat.iori .

Monday, S p.rn.

No Yearly Membership Fees

•** 3Vz miles east on Vantage Highway

..................................

Ad copy must be available for
pick-~p .

For more information, call 963-1026

what did ...

.* the First American in space
* the first American in orbit
* the First Mon on the moon
* the First Mon to fly the space
shuttle
·,all have iri common?

THEY ALL WORE THESE

To ·v in your "Wing s," call the N e vv
:t'f 'icer team at ~ -800-562-90
j

'
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'Godspell'

A celebration of love and joy
By STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

Godspell is much more than a
play, it is an experience in the love
and ministry of Jesus Christ, and
you didn't have to be a Christian
to appreciate the performance of
the play, which opened at Hebeler
auditorium last Friday night.
An inspired, yet unpolished
cast, put on a production that proved an exciting experience for the
audience.
The atmosphere was informal,
evident in the feeling of comraderie, love and genuine affection of the cast members. When
actors hugged during a scene it
was apparent that they were appreciating each other as people
and actors, beyond a fulfillment of
script direction. Their emotions
transcended formal barriers between cast and audience that is oft
times present in dramatic productions and were reflected on the
faces of everyone -in the ·audience,
invoking tears from an attentive
'
group.
Based on a script that is largely
2,000 years old, the play is derived
from the gospel of Matthew in the
New Testament.
The script emerged ''from the
turmoil of the late sixties," and
perhaps the frustrations and anxieties aired in the sometimes
bizarre production are a reflection of playwright John-Michael
Tebelak's feelings about the flippant attitude of today's times
,toward Christianity;

Director, actor, and sometime
fireman Scott Hammond observed that the play is not directed
toward subtle evangelism. It is a
sharing experience, representing
the things about Christianity that
have been lost due to legalistic attitudes and ritualistic churches
who feel Jesus Christ can be worshipped only one way: their way.
Godspell addresses this issue, bringing some of the celebration
back into life.

it's not
subtle
evangelism
Act One begins by presenting
cynical attitudes toward religious
ideals in general. Herein lies the
· theme of the act as a group of
eight philosophers storm onto
stage one by one to present clifferent views on Christianity that
have evolved from the time of
Jesus' teachings to modern times.
The statements of the
philosophers designed to belittle
the ministry of Christ range from
outright denial of his claims to
godliness, to secular humanistic
statements about the true nature
of the human experience.
The remainder of the act
centers around the reactions of
plain folk to the philosphers'
statements'.

In accordance with the book of
Matthew, the players react with
skepticism about Jesus'
teachings, denying his authority,
behaving with curiosity toward
his claims to godliness. And
though spiced with modern slang
and problems, the play. is kept in
the actual text of the Bible, making Godspell a truly special experience.

The Bread Box Players, as they
have dubbed themselves, are not
without their faults. Stage
presence is somewhat befuddled
by the cast members continual
comments · among themselves,
which clearly relate to something
other than the script content.
Breaking character on stage being a no-no that is, this made for a
poor performance in some scenes.
At the top of the plus column,
the singing was a major contribution to the overall performance.
Steve Richardson as Lamar, rates
a win, as does Susan Langely who
played Sonia. Both turned in
bravo performances via a lot of
enthusiasm. Cindy Overton as
Joanne lost something in hitting
the high notes when she soloed
with "Oh Bless the Lord."
Musicians Paulette Forman,
Jack Ballard, Doyle Myers, Kathy
Whitehall, and Liz Broscoe played
the score just a touch too loud for
the singing volume, but did justice
to music that might have been un-.
justly presented in a low quality
recording.

Spellbound

Photo by Tim Patrick

Jesus (Scott Hammond) speaks to His followers, who watch Him with
curiousity and wonder.

Actor inexperience accounted
for the majority of muffed lines
and somewhat distracting was the
stage light being turned on by a
performer with a line hanging
from the ceiling.
For the most directing was good
and the choreography was near
professional. Props were effective
and the actors moved well~ working off each other .with ease.
Hammond turned in an outstan-.
ding performance as Jesus and
Cindy Overton worked well as
Joanne. All this took place in spite
of the poor surroundings of
Hebeler, not the ideal place for a

followers, the hate of the Jews and
the pain and suffering of Jesus on
the cross were represented by
powerful symbolism and excellent
music.

'Godspell is
for anyone who
has eyes to see
~nd ears to hear.'
Hammond

play~

A great addition to a potentially
dull role was Susan Langely. Her
humerous delivery of liries earned
her a top grade as she gave one of
the top performances on stage all
evening.

Baptism 'sixties,: style
Scott Hammond as_Jesus gets a thorough dunking by
John the Baptist as played by Walt Hampton

Singing and dancmg the4" way
through some of the tough parts
were Walt Hampton, Jennie
Ellston and Chris Hawley.
The final scene was very powerful and moving. Featuring Jesus
being tied to a ·chain-link fence as
representation of the crucifixion,
it was possibly the best scene of
the play. The outrage of the
apostles, the hypocrisy of the

At the end of the play the formality of taking a final bow might
have been been best left undone,
considering the theme of
humbleness in the play: It would
seem a curtain call could be construed as part of the hypocrisy
Jesus preached about in the
gospels.
But, Godspell is a touching play
and can reach the heart of anyone,
no matter how hardened. The
ministry that took place in the
theatrical setting was touching
and gentle.
Hammond summed it up well in
syaing, "Godspell is for anyone
who has eyes to see and ears to
bear."
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Concerto
by two

You can
hear them played in order tonight
at 7 p.m. with your host Tom Lund
on FM-91, the resident rocker.

By MATI DELLER

1. I LOVE ROCK AND ROLL, Joan Jett
2. PRETIY WOMAN, Van Holen
3. ONLY ONE WAY TO ROCK, Sammy
Hagar
4. MAGIC POWER, Triumph
5. GANGBUSTERS, Roil
6. RAGE IN THE CAGE, J. Geils Band
7. CHINA WHITE, Scorpions
8. AS FAR AS SIAM, Red Rider
9. ROXANNE, Police
10. IN THE .HEAT OF THE MOMENT, Asia.
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Spending your entire Sunday
afternoon hitting the books isn't
exactly a joy.
Most Central
students would have had it made
if they knew just where the entertainment was last Sunday.
Hertz Recital Hall was the place
to get away from it all. A special
classical· music presentation by
violinist Sigurd Feiring and
' pianist Dean Story stole the show
with energetic renditions of
Beethoven and Milhaud.
Feiring, a 24-year-old from
Oslo, Norway, has been studying
violin for twelve years, and the experience shows. He has ahnost no
difficulty fingering extremely fast
musical passages and h~s a
beautiful tone.
He attended the Oslo Conservatory of Music, then came to
Central to pursue further studies.
Feiring is in the Central Symphony Orchestra and is taking
private lessons from Camille
Wicks, also from Norway.
Dean Story, a 21-year-old junior
from Seattle, has played piano
since the fourth grade. He says
"One doesn't really get a lot ac. complished at the early age.'
Of course, that depends on the
student's willingness to practice.
And Story must have had plenty.
Today he is an accomplished
soloist and he accompanies Central music students in concert. He
takes lessons from Central professor Peter Greis, and keeps on
toP. of things at Hertz, practicing
and performing his way to
graduation.
Somehow there should be some
kind of communication problem
between Story and Feiring, since
the young Norwegian sometimes
has trouble getting the message
across with his halting English.
But Story insists 'There's no problem whatsoever. We have an in~
teresting musical communication
that keeps things rolling. And
Sigurd is actually getting quite
good at expressing himself.''
In viewing them in concert one
could actually see the visual and
emotional interaction between the
two musicians, enabling them to
start and end on cue and to add a
little spice physically to the performance.
The recital's repertoire includ-:
ed a work by Beethoven entitled
'Sonate No. 5 for Violin and ·
Piano." The mere mention of the
composer's name should bring
forth thoughts of intricately
woven melodies and thunderously
overpowering climaxes. Even
though 'Sonate No. 5' wasn't a
work for a fifty-piece orchestra, it
still retained those Beethovenian
characteristics so embodied in his
Feiring ·and Story
works.
smoothly _"executed the piece in a
confident manner, flowing
through virtuoso passages with
stamina.
·
On Darius Milhaud's 'Sonata
No. 2 for Violin and Piano,' the
two proved to be well rehearsed.
While Story demonstrated his feel
for the keyboard, Feiring used
, body movements to display fervent emotion as he. played. The
two together, for the most part,
kept their cool throughout this difficult piece.
.
Three cheers plus for Sigurd
Feiring and Dean Story-they and
others are working hard .to .bring
musir into
college scene for
everyone to enjoy.
Brava!

the

Crossword
solution

In Need of f-amily Planning Services?
The Kittitas County Health Department
offers these services:

YEARLY EXAMS
BIRTH CONTROL
CANCER SCREENING
· PREGNANCY
TESTING
VD TESTING &
TREATMENT
COUNSELING

energy unleashed
Dean Story and Sigurd Feiring

CHILDREN BY CHOICE ...
NOT BY CHANCE
925-1465
507 Nanum

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY FOR
STUDENT POSITION

conference Marketing Apprentice
Conference Center
Applications for the Conference Marketing Apprentice position will be accepted at the Conference
Center until 5:00 p.m. on April 14, 1982. Employment applications are available at the Conference
·
Center, Courson Hall.

BASIC FUNCTION
The Conference Market Apprentice will work as an assistant to the Field Representative and Conference Services Coordinator in such areas as: market research and development of promotional
strategies; costing of clients' conference needs and related paper work; working with clients to assist
them in planning conferences and workshops and making arrangements for conference needs. After a
training period the apprentice will be expected to work with little supervision.

TYPICAL WORK
The Marketing App(entice will assist the Services Coordinator in: developing marketing strategies and
plans for the Conference Program; working with other campus personnel and departments in making arrangements for conference groups; writing business letters and developing promotional materials; doing marketing research and preparing lists of potential clients; working directly with clients in promoting
conferences and workshops and determining conference needs.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Applicants must have experience in promotion and marketing or college courses in this area; good
writing skills and .knowledge of English grammar; basic math skills; .and the ability to -work with the
public. Typing speed of 40 WPM is desirable. All applicants must be enrolled for twelve credits Spring
Quarter 1982 and be available to work fifteen hours per week Spring Quarter and full-time during the
summer. Preference will be given to someone of Junior status and who will be available as a·student.
employee Fall Quarter 1982.

HOURS AND WORK WEEK
The Apprentice will have a varied work week which will include some evenings and weekends. During ·
the academic year a three-hour block of time per day between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday ·
through Friday, will need to be available for work. The work week from June 14, 1982 through
S~ptember 10, 1982 will be 40 hours with some hours being on weekends and evenings.

. COMPENSATION
Through Spring Quarter 1982 the hourly rate of pay will be $4.20 per hour. During the above summer
,·, ·
period the salary will be $877 per mon.th plus ·the use of a shared apartment. ·
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Percussionist?

'Different.drummer'
.

By MATI DELLER

No other musical instrument
Faris credits Moawad for his
can imitate the clear-as-a-bell
education at Central. "He's taken
'ping' of a triangle, or copy the
a sincere interest in my future,
Drwnmer.
beauty
and church-like quality of
and
he's
largely
responsible
for
Most associate that word with
the chimes. And Faris wants
rock and roll, loud noise, and where I'm at right now."
In his recital, Faris swept the everyone to know that percussion
earaches.
audience
away with several lively is an exciting discipline.
But then, there is the 'different
~aris has played professionally,
pieces. A timpani. number, Daniel
drummer,' also known as 'the perJones' 'Sonata,' was smoothly ex- going on the road with a group
cussionist.' And Central student
ecuted, in spite of extreme tempo called 'Quiet Riot,' a trio of musiMichael Faris is just that.
changes and several passages of cians that played in California and
A percussionist plays all types
Oregon in 1979 and 1980.
continuous high-speed sticking.
of drum accompaniment, inIn
Kraft's
'Morris
Dance,'
a
cluding trap set, timpani and
'I feel, along with
piece for snare, tenor and bass
triangle. Ultimately, Faris showdrum, Faris showed the unique
ed his audience that he could play
many others, that
ability to create the right sound at
· just about anything at his recital
the right time on each drum,
in Hertz Hall last Thursday night.
we have entered
which is difficult because of the
Faris, of Yakima, has been stuinto the golden age
difference in size of the large bass
dying percussion for twelve years
of percussion,
drum as compared to the others.
now, and is currently putting
In Faris' own composition of
himself through school by playing
much like the
'The Three Movements for Perprofessionally and teaching
golden age
cussion,' he directed the Percusprivate lessions. He is a comsion · Ensemble ably, and the
poser, arranger and director,
of European music
members responded with their
working with several groups on
•n the 18th
best.
campus.
Wraping up the show was Faris'
Faris is assistant director for
century.'
own quartet, the Cascade Percusdrum~ing
the Central Percussion Ensemble,
sion Players, performing a
"> a select group of talented artists
number written by one of the
taught by Professor John
He now plays in a combo, 'The Mike Faris, after many years of study in the percussion area, said he feels
members, Joseph Gargiulo, apMoawad. He also assists Dr. Eric
Mainstream
Jazz Trio,' a four- percussionists have always been in the background - until recently. "This is
propriately entitled 'Cascadia'. A
Roth in conducting the Central
year-old
group
that, says Faris, largely due to the comparative!~ young history of the field," he added
.Piece written for vibraphone and
Symphony Orchestra.
two marimbas, it displays fine 'keeps changing members. I'm
Currently studying timpani with
balance of parts by each member, the only one who has stayed with
Seattle Symphony timpanist
and is written along a beautiful them from the start."
Michael Crusoe, Faris recently
The trio plays in the Yakima
melodic line.
started lessons with mallet in.
area
and occasionally in
Faris,_
after
so
many
years
of
structor Matthew Kocmieroski of
study in the percussion area, feels Ellensburg.
the Cornish Institute of Music and
Before. entering the . teaching
that percussionists have always
Art in Seattle.
·
field, Faris said he wantS to take a
beeen
in
the
background,
until
Faris also has experience in
year off after graduation to ·
jazz, rock, country, and other recently.
"This is largely due to the com- prepare for entrance into a music
types of music, making him a
paratively
young history of the conservatory, his aspirations
well-rounded musician and able to
handle any type of musical situa- field," he said, " I feel, along with centering around St. Louis Conmany others, that we have servatory.
tion.
This means he will be practicing
ART WORKS IN HAWAll The
entered into the 'golden age of
He has achieved a goal that all
PUSEY WINS HONORABLE
artistic
works of three graduate
percussion,' much like the golden the better part of each day. Not
percusionists yearn for-he has his
MENTION Art student Gregg
students
were accepted for the
age of European music in the 18th many musicians are willing to put
own studio in Yakima where he
Pusey won a cash award in the
their mind and heart into such a
century."
March Pacific States Printmakgives private lessions and con1982
Four-state
Student
Drawing
rigorous schedule of practice,
ing Exhibition in Hilo, Hawaii. An
It has been noted that many perducts rehearsals.
Competion at Spokane Falls Compractice,
and practice. But Faris
untitled lithograph by Reid Petercussionists · of today, those who
''Teaching is especially impormunity College. Pusey, from
just play the trap set, are turning is serious about music as a career,
son of Enumclaw was displayed,
tant to me," Michael says. "My
of
23
collegiate
Chelan,
was
one
to all other types of percussion in and he intends to achieve the rigid
as was Alan Daniel's work entitlultimate goal is to teach at the
artists whose work will be exed, 'Intaglio is Hell,' and a work
order tomeet the demands of goals he has set.
post-secondary level."
hibited through tomorrow in the
Michael Faris is one percusfellow musicians. And more and
And he is preparing for that
SFCC Gallery. Sarah Watson and dubbed 'The Road Not Taken,' by
sionist
who
marches
to
the
beat
of
more young people are choosing
Konetski.
dream by completing a double
Margie Lind, both of Ellensburg, Tom
to play percussion in their secon- a 'different drummer' ... Buddy
major in Music Education and
also h'1ve works on display.
Rich, move over.
dary school bands.
Performance.
ON THE DRAMATIC SIDE
Casting for Ali Baba took place
March 8 and 9. The play will debut
April 22 under the direction of Jim
Hawkins. Cast in the main roles
were Sonny Quinn as Ali Baba,Connie Bennett as Morgiana the
slave girl, and Lois Robinson as
Shahgaidah. Ken Kron will play
Kassim and Cassandra Leash will
Become an Air Force navigator.
be Lady Fatimah. Scheherazade
The demand for navigators has never heen greater.
will be played by Pat Pendergrass
:'nd as technology develops, so will the role of the navand Kevin Mercer will appear in
1gat.or. ~ore technical skills will he required. Elaborate
the role of Sultan. The king of
navigation. and electronic systems are being developed.
theives will be portrayed by Gary
The navigators who operate these systems are careGarcia.
fully selected and trained. They must he able to do batCONCERT /RECITAL TIME
tle at supersonic speeds and outwit a potential adverAGAIN The String ensemble of
sary. They must be able to pinpoint their location over
South Eugene High School will
a vast ocean. They are part of a team rich in tradition
perform at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital
and ~ta.nding on the threshold of an exciting future.
Hall
April 15. Also to be presented
This 1s your opportunity to be a part of that future.
in
Hertz
is a Dual Trumpet
Talk to an . Air Force/ recruiter. Find out more about
Recital
featuring
Bruce Daugherym~r opportunities as an Air Force navigator. The exty and Mark Williams April 14 at 8
penence can change your life.
p.m.
Of the Campus Crier
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Different

- way up

On
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CHART YOUR FUTURE

Call Ed Hoffer Today!
334.,0505 5858
COLLECT

A great way of ltfe

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
Research catalog
- 306 pages - 10,278 topics
- Rush $1. Box 25097C
Los Angeles, 90025 (213)477-8226
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quiet side
Library news
The following is a sample of the
new titles ready for circulation in
Central' s library. You can find
these and other new books on
display in Room 203 through April
13. If you can't locate the title you
want, fill out a book request form
and the Circulation Department
will notify you when it is returned.

ADMINISTRATION OF HIGH
SCHOOL ATHLETICS, 6th ediFor physical education
tion.
teachers, supervisors and directors, it offers guidelines for
policymaking, meeting Title IX
guidelines, directing athletic contests and more. Updated illustrations
throughout.
GV/713/F58/l977
ALCHEMY:
THE
PHILOSOPHER'S STONE, by A.
Coudert. 'I'he search for the formula changing iron into gold oc.:.
cupied a mythic, practical and
religious tradition during
Medieval and early Renaissance
times. Coudert also shows how
alchemy formed the early basis
for chemistry and psychology and
offers illustrations from early
manuscripts. QD/26/C68
BLACK MEN ed. by Lawrence E.
Gary.
A collection of essays
focusing upon the roles and contributions of black men in the
family and the conununity. Fifteen authors are represented on
topics ranging from health to
religion. E/185.86/B526
COLLECTING RARE BOOKS
FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT.
Discusses the intricacies of
evaluating, buying and selling all
types of collectable books whether
incunabula or comic book. 111us tr a ti o ns · and photos.
Z/987/M37/1981
CONCRETE MAMA: PRISON
PROFILES FROM WALLA '
WALLA.
The book details the
lives of 10 prisoners, a guard and a
regular visitor for a chilling
perspective of life inside the
penitentiary. HV/9475/W22/W374
PERSION LIONS, PERSIAN
LAMBS:
AN AMERICAN'S
ODYSSEY IN IRAN. A Fullbirght
professor discusses his personal
_ and political insights into the Iranian people from the time of the
Shah to the present.
DS/259/H37/1981
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS AND
SOCIAL ANXIETY. For college
students and lay people interested
in examining both the external
and internal qualities making up
the self that others see.
BF/575/S4/B87

ReCycle
E llensburg's

Bicycle
Shop
~
Tue-Fri 12-6
Sat 10-5
Sun, Mon Closed
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The reel view
By TAMI THEDENS

"Golden Pond" takes three Oscars

Of the Campus Crier

It's shocking how old Fonda eman's son Doug McKeon come
"On Golden Pond" took three
For anyone who can up to visit. All three of these
looks.
Academy Awards this year and
remember
him in "The Ox-Bow characters are excellent. Fonda,
it's a film that's apt to steal your
heart. Ernest Thompson's Incident" or "Grapes of Wrath " of course, doesn't really have to
screenplay is a touching study of his slow motions and frailty a;e act - she's playing to her own
old age and the attitudes of the sad testimony to the fact that this father.
is his last screen film.
After the birthday party, the
senior citizen in our society.
The playful teasing the old cou- 13-year-old boy, Billy, is left with
Henry Fonda won the best actor
ple engage in is bittersweet. He's the Thayers to spend a month.
award for his portrayal of Nordepressed about his age and she's And what a month it is.
man Thayer, a crotchety old man
afraid that death is lurking desperately trying to cheer him
Billy provides Norman with a
out of his blues.
around every comer.
reason for living; someone to
Hepburn calls Fonda an 'old
-share fishing and the outdoors
He is unbelievably convincing
poop' and tells him in one scene,
with. The two become very close
as Thayer. His character is easy
"You really are the sweetest man
and as a viewer it's impossible not
to find fault with at first, but
in the world, but I'm the only one
through the glimpses of
to feel happy that this old man - so
who knows it."
tenderness we see and explanasold on dying - has found
The story line revolves around
something to live for.
tions of his wife Ethel (played by
Norman's 80th birthday and the
Katherine Hepburn), the goodThe age difference between the
celebration of it at the family
hearted man underneath is expostwo
is an endless source of hwnor
cabin on Golden Pond. Jane Foned.
in the film. Norman asks Billy
da, Dabney Coleman, and Col-

THE
VANISHING
HITCHHIKER: AMERICAN URBAN
LEGENDS AND THEIR MEANINGS. The author has collected
stories told as true accounts and
has traced their dissemination
and variation through time as he
speculates about what urban
legends say of American life.
} R/105/B69/1981
SOME
SORT OF
EPIC
GRANDEUR; THE LIFE ,OF F.
SCOTT FITZGFERALD, by Matthew Bruccoli. Since acquiring
new information, the author brings Fitzgerald's life and writing
into sharper focus, beyond
'popularization of the Fitzgerald
myth.' PS/3511/19/Z56
UNDERSTANING HUMAN
BEHAVIOR IN HEALTH AND
ILLNESS, second edition. Written for the non-psychiatric
medical practitioner, the book
discusses normal and abnormal
aspects of hwnan health and the
close. relationship between the
mind and the body. Helpful for
teachers, social workers and
paren~. R/726.5/U5/1981

REFERENCE BOOKS
DIRECTORY OF INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR THE
HANDICAPPED 1980. Government agencies, schools, religious
groups and data bases which offer
information or service to the handicapped may be found here. The
index provides access to specific
disorders
and
needs.
HV /1553/R4/Ref.

what an average 13-year-old does
for fun. Billy's reply, . "Cruise
chicks and suck face." Look for
girls and kiss, respectively.
Filmed in New Hampshire, "On
Golden Pond" contains some of
the most - beautiful outdoor
photography since "The Four
Seasons." The wildlife shots are
used as transitions in many places
and ar~ very effective in stressing
the slow-paced tranquility of the
area and the characters.
"On Golden Pond" will make
you laugh and cry - in that order.
To some it might be. frighte~g.
Norman Thay~r ,ffilg~t re~d
you o~ som~one m your life. Seemg
the film will help you to understand what all the hubbub was
about. Now I know.

Foreign

MEDICAL SCHOOL
Saint Lucia Health Sciences University

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
St. Lucia, West Indies

36 month accredited program
leading to M .D. degree ·
English Language/W. H.0. Listed

QUADRILINGUAL ECONOMICS
DICTIONARY;
ENGLISH/ AMERICAN,
FRENCH, GERMAN AND
DUTCH, by Frits deJong. 1980.
HB/61/R4/Ref.

For Information Call or Write: ·,Saint Lucia Health Sciences University
U·S·Office
·
·
- - - ----

150 l Sun·Bov1I Drive
El Paso, Texas 79902 U~s·· ·A·
(915)532-5848

SKY ATLAS 2000.0, by Wil Tirion.
This color-keyed set of star charts
allows the novice or the professional to locate 43,000 stars and
2,500 deel>'sky objects and the constellations and galaxies to which
they belong. (Located in the atlas
area of the Reference Department.) QB/65/T64/Ref.

SPRING QUARTER LIBRARY HOURS
Through June 11, 1982:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7: 50 a.m.-10 p~m.
7; 50 a.m.- 5 p.m.
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1 p.m.-10 p.m.

Exception: May 31, Memorial Day.
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New shipment of
prints and cards
New& used books
bought & sold
(not textbooks)
Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat.

202 E. Fourth Street
962-2375
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Stress study suprising
Campus Digest News Service

A study by the National Institute
- of Occupational Safety and Healtl!
has revealed some surprises concerning those jobs that involve the
most stress.
At the top of the list is labOrers,
traditionally viewed as a less
streesful job. Close behind is
· secretaries, a traditionally
overlooked occupation when naming types of jobs that are hard on
the individual.
And the occupations traditionally thought to be stressful because
of their awesome responsibility health professionals (doctors,
nurses etc.) - rank between 10 and
20 on the list.
One job of particular interest, air
traffic controler, was not included
in the study, possibly because
there are too few of them.
Stress is the instigator of a large
nwnber of diseases and some
estimate that half of all visits to
doctors is the result of stress.
High blood pressure affects 24
million Americans and ulcers
strike 4 million.. Heart conditions
bother 16 million people in this
country. All of these ailments are
caused in part by stress.

Tension first
Stress attacks both the mind and
body. We have a psychologicalpysiological emergency system
which responds instinctively tc
stress caused by trouble or uncertainty. First there is a feeling of
tension that triggers hormones in
our body. The result - our heart
beats faster and our breathing gets
more rapid.

The body gets to a very high
_level of energy for a couple of
minutes, then it reduces that level
to a more :moderate. stage. If the
stress continues, and the level does
not drop below the moderate stage
for days, the muscles of the body
begin to show wear and tear especially the heart.
If the stressful condition and
high level of energy are continued,
the blood system joins the heart in
getting worn down. The digestive
system is the next to go, that is
when ulcers set in.
The Federal Aviation Administraion conducted a study in
1978 which showed air controllers
were twice as.likely to drink after a
hard day at work. They were also
two to four times as likely as the
average person to have high blood

Constant pressure
Air controllers are put in a
preformed stressful situation.
They are dealing with a serious
matter and a small mistake can be
costly in terms of human lives.
They take full responsibility for
hundreds of others' well being.
Unlike some other jobs, they
must deal every minute with the
safety of air passengers. A constant vigil must be kept. They can
not relieve their tension by escaping, instead they must cope with it
hour after hour.
While some think executives
deal with a lot of stress, some experts say that is the middle
managers who have the most
stress.
The reasoning is that top execµ.tives often can push off the
stressful jobs on the managers
under them. These people in

~
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Discipline in schools
can curb violence -

cnarge also often receive perks
that help them deal with the stress ·
they do have at their job. Basically, the more pressure you're under
and the less control you have over
a situation_, the ~ore stress you
will experience.
This is why secretaries have a lot
of stress to deal with. Left with the
job, she has no control over it nor
in many cases, any knowledge of
what it is about.
Stress is not only found in the office, it can form from any facet of a
person's life. Two U.S. researchers, Holmes and Rahe, ranked
various events of life in order of
how much stress they cause to a
person. The rating was based on
hundreds of interviews with persons who had gone through these
events.
Surprisingly, job changes and
other problems at work came onto
the list toward the bottom. There
were seven items ahead of them.
The event that causes the most
stress is the loss of a spouse. This
was followed by divorce, marital
separtation, being put in jail, death
of a close family member, personal injury or illness and getting
married. After these come loss of
job, retirement, change to a different kind of work, and other problems related to work.
It was thought previously that
nothing could be done about stress
related illnesses. But research is
showing that the illnesses can be
fought.
One encouraging
breakthrough is the realization
that people can control their blood
pressure with their minds, job by
concentrating on it and thinking it
down.

Campus Digest News Service

discipline.
A re.cent survey of high ·
According to the survey,
school students reveals a
students commented on all
tendency among students to
sections of the list but mainly
think more discipline in the
concentrated on the lack of
classroom is the key to reducdiscipline. One Massachusetts
ing violence in school.
student wrote that some kids
In a poll of more than
.are disruptive just to show the
12,000 junior and senior high
world they can survive.
school students who subscribe
to the national school publica- .
Other students from around
tion, Read Magazine, 87 perthe country wrote that vandalism comes from the need '
cent of the students said they
"just to do something" and
would appreciate "a lot of" or
that teachers who don't know
"some" discipline.
According to the magazine's
how to take care of
editor-in-chief, Terry Borton,
troublemakers add to the
the surprise of the poll was
general lack of control in the
two:-fold: a double than nor- ~ school.
mal response and an overSome suggestions from
whleming support for school
students answering the survey
include hiring bigger and
discipline.
One student from Pennstronger teachers who are not
sylvania saw the problem
shy
of
treating
the
stemming from principals and
troublemakers
with
teachers letting kids get away
disciplinary action. Others
with breaking the rules. The
wrote that school principals
situation is made worse, this
should "lay down the law" and
student believes, because the
indicate that if rules are
troublemakers take advantage
broken punishments will
of lax discipline and that
follow suitable to the crime.
makes it more difficult for the
Another student wrote that
kids who want to learn.
. besides being stricter with
· The discipline survey was
students, schools should also
conducted in connection with
involve them more in school
an article in Read Magazine
activities.
dealing with vandalism. The
In general, the survey inarticle listed a few reasons for
dicated that students favored
the causes of increased vanold-fashioned discipline-both dalism including a general rise
in the school and the home.
The
survey also indicated,
in violence in society; -large,
however, that only 30 percent
impersonal schools; · high
favored a return to paddling.
divorce rates; boredom and

Starting over

New careers profitable

Wort.lay ol I.he King olBeers.
Campus Digest News Service

Every year thousands of people
change careers. Some do it
because they want to. Others are
forced to out of necessity. Despite
the reason, making a career
change is a tratimatic experience.
Yet, doing so can be the best and
most profitable thing to happen to
you.
In 1965 50-year-old Pierre de
Beawnont decided to start a mailorder business. He and his wife invested $500 in their belief there was
a market for unusual toots: They
were right. In 1980 the de
Beaumonts sold their company
(Brookstones) to Quaker Oats for
stock worth $9 million.
Seven years ago Jennifer Steves
was a social worker working with
street gangs in a tough section of
Philadelphia. She took all her savings, $4,000 (which had taken her
six years to accumulate) and purchased a run-down Victorian house
in the city. After she fixed up the
building, she resold it for a handsome profit. Then she purchased
other decaying houses and did the
same thing. Today, 30 restorations
later, Steves in a multi-millionaire.
Last year Frederick G. Gossman
quit his job as a stockbroker to
devote his time promoting a game
he invented. Despite the fact even
large game companies often have
a hard time selling a new game,
Gossman was undaunted. Within
six months; he was able to sell over
30,000 copies of his "The Christmas
Game.'' And he expects sales to increase in coming years.
Often making- career cruinge

a

requires retraining. The nwnber of
adults going back to school is growing. So much so that many colleges
and vocational schools are increasing the number of night courses
they offer for people who have to
work during the day.
Women who hold secreUu-ial.type jobs are seeing more and
more women coming out of college
into higher-level jobs. They are
then being swept up in the wave of
"climbing up-the job ladder." By
taking night classes, they can.hope
to make more of a career out of
their job, and take on more responsibilities and hopefully take home
more pay.
Monetary assistance is often
available to help with the ·cost of
retraining. Financial aid offices at
colleges provide some people with
loans and-or grants. Employers
are often a good source of
assistance to employees.
There are other sources of aid.
For example, the· Soroptimist
Foundation of Canada offer
awards of $1,250 each "to assist
mature (over 30) women in upward mobility and in their efforts
toward retraining and entry into
the labor market.''
·
Another place women who are
starting over can contact is the
Altrusa lnternationa~ Foundation.
They sponsor the Founders Fund
Vocational Aid award. The amount
of money given varies from $50 to
$500. It is to be used by women to
.help them receive training for a
better job. Women of all ages are
elibible to apply for it, although
preference is given older wQmen.
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- Travel abroad affordable
education, have made a trip to
Europe an impossibility for many
In days past, the college education graduating seniors. But there are
of a young gentleman usually con- still students who manage to travel
eluded with an all expense-paid abroad every year, so there are optrip to Europe. Now, most students portunities for those who want to
go on to graduate school or into the go.
business world - yet a trip abroad
Many colleges now offer foreign
can still be integrated into the stu- studies programs in which
dent's studies, generally at a lower students can attend an overseas
cost than might be expected.
college or university for a
Today's rising costs make travel semester to a year. In this way the
abroad much more expensive than students can earn credit toward
it was years ago. Additionally, in- graduation while gainihg the exflation has caused the value of the periences a foreign country has to
dollar to decline on the world offer. Many of these programs conmarket, making the exchange rate · tain special scholarships ai:id
for foreign currency higher.
grants which can greatly reduce
These factors, combined with the the cost to the applicant. Even
ever-increasing cost of a college when scholarships are not
Campus Digest News Service

Diploma scheme foiled
Campus D_igest News Service

A sophisticated mail-orderdiploma scheme has been shut
down by the U.S. Postal Service in Oklahoma. The two
post-office boxes used in the
scheme represented fictitious
colleges which were backed by
fake accrediting agencies.
Postal inspectors have not yet
tracked Jown the scheme's
operators.
The operation was pro- ·
mote<l in national magazines
with advertisements promising
to award "college degrees for
life experience." The ads offered anything from a . highschool diploma to a minister's
license to a Ph.D.
Prices ran from $75 for a full
college transcript, showing
courses zincJ grades, up to $500
~or a
Ph.D. The· scheme

·

operated with at least five
names including American
Western University, the National College of Arts and
Science, the Northwestern
College of Allied Science,
Regency College and St. Paul's
Seminary.
Ads al"so carried cnJorsements
from
real
educators·. When contacted
the educators said they had
approveJ of nothing more
specific than the concept of
universities without walls and
had never heard of the five
schools.
After the Postal Service had
tlctermincJ the operation was
fraudulent, it closed the two
post-office boxes from which
.ipplic.1lions and checks were
collected. The boxes had been
rentec..l by a business called
Disciples of Truth, Inc.

available the cost is seldom more
than the regular tuition at the sponsoring institution.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
The greatest extra expense the
The
following firms will have
student is likely to incur is the cost
at the Career
representatives
of the plane fare to the country.
Planning
and
Placement
Center
But often the college will arrange a
to
interview
interested
cancharter flight, if there are quite a
didates.
Brochures
are
available
few students going overseas. A stuwhen provided by the firms. Signdent left on his own can still reduce
up schedules are posted one week
the price by booking a flight in adbefore the arrival of the intervance. Generally the farther ahead
viewers on campus.
the spot is booked, the less costly it
is.
April 9 - J.C. Penney Co. (2),
The second greatest cost
Seattle, WA. Retail Management
students face overseas is travel exTrainee Program. Bachelor's
penses around the country itself.
Degree-Interest in Marketing &
Most students study and attend
retail Mgmt. (Holding spots for
classes during the week, then
travel through the country on
previously planned trip. Will have
weekends to see all the sights. This
8 spots for sign-up on 4/02).
can be expensive because of the
high cost of gasoline, food and
April 14 - K-Mart Corp.,
lodging.
All these costs can be controlled Yakima, WA. Bachelor's Degree
as long as you study the situation or Master's Degree. Dept. Store
first. Many places in Europe are Management-13 Western States
accessible by train - which is
April 22 - calgon, Sumner, WA.
much cheaper than a car ..,- and a
Horizon
Enterprizes, Sumner,
-Eurail pass can be purchased for
WA. Marketing Positions-unlimited travel. This saves car
possible lead to managementexpenses while giving the student a
Bachelor's Degree.
chance to study on the train or
watch the scenery.
April 26 - U.S. Air Force,
Food cost can be cut by avoiding
Pullman, WA. Pilots, Navigators
the tourist-oriented restaurants,
& Engineering Programs.
and eating where the people that
live there frequent.
While the student's room and
April 29 - K-Mart Apparel,
board will usually be at the college Federal Way, WA. Management
during the week, the student who _ Trainee Program. Bachelor's
travels on weekends ·will have to Degree.
find his own lodging. Youth hostels
May 06 - Transamerica Life,
offer an inexpensive place to stay,
Seattle, WA. Bachelor's Degree and in many towns you can find
Sales Management. Insurance &
small rooming houses where a bed
Investments.
can be found for the night.

The Annual Lenox
Tabletop Sale on
Lenox China and Crystal
Oxford Bone China
Temper-ware
Lenox Casual Crystal

L. •

.

, April 4 through
May 17, 1982

Lenox China -

Lace Point (platinum trim)

15°/o off 5-piece
place settings
,,.

~ ,:Button

Jewelers

. . . ·. anJ :Bridal Oreasures ...
Fourth and Pi.ne Ellen~burg

925-2400

Placement center news
EDUCATION MAJORS

Campus interviewing by school
districts: The following schools
will have representatives at the
career Planning & Placement
Center to interview interested
candidates. Sign-up schedules are
posted, one week to the day,
before the arrival of the interviewers on campus, except when
prescreening.
April 19· LaGrande Public •
Schools, LaGrande, Oregon.
Elementary;
Emotionally
handicapped-Learning Disabled,
EMR & TRM; Middle School
Guidance; High School Science &
Vocational Ed. Min GPA 2.5.
May 5-7 Portland Public
Schools, Portland, Oregon.
Elementary, Middle School,
Secondary, & Special Education.
Schedule follows: Grp Mtg: Interviewees & Others, May 5, 4-5
p.m.Sec Candidates Interview:
May 6, 8:30-2:30. Elem/MidSch
Candidates Interview: May 6,
8:30-4:30. Sp Ed Candidates Interview: May 7, 8:30-4:30. (Sign-Up
Posted
4/28/82--Limited
Schedule).
May 6 - Bering Strait School
Distict, Nome, Alaska. El~men
tary/Secondary/Special Ed
(K~12). Specific Information
Later Grp Mtg: Interviewees &
Others May 6, 8 a.m. Candidates
Interview 9-5 p.m.
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Any changes made between
MARIJUANA? IS IT A problem
registration and the final three
for you? Are you burned-out, havweeks of the quarter should be
ing trouble keeping academics up,
reported to the Registrar's Office.
finding yourself in the routine of
No changes can be made after
getting "high" too much? Your
May 25.
not alone, for several students at
Central, MARIJUANA is a problem. If you are looking for alter"REPRODUCTIVE DECI- natives and seek support, the
THE PAUL L. FOWLER Merit
Scholarship program annually
ONS:
YESTERDAY'S Marijuana Abuse Program offers
.tJ EAMS, Today's Options,"will
awards scholarships of $1500 each
a weekly support group for
Je presented Tuesday at 7: 30 p.m.
through the Council for Postseconstudents seeking change. The
in the Ellensburg Public Library.
dary Education. Scholarships will
group is run for students by
Jennifer James, associate pro- students; no religious affiliations.
be granted to nine Washington
fessor of psychiatry and Check us out, is it time for a
students of any class standing and
l>ehavorial science at the Univer- · change? Contact Dave Towe will be based on demonstrated
sity of Washington, will discuss 963-3012 or Ken Briggs - 963-2481.
academic ability and outstanding
the legal and ethical consideraleadership. Financial need is not
;ions of decisions about reproduc- ·
considered in making selections.
tion, on Tuesday and Susan Shaul,
Applications are available at
CWU
CHEERS TAFF
director of training, Elliot Bay TRYOUTS WILL be Saturday, )he financial aid office or by
Realth Associates, will moderate April 17, from 9 a.m.-5p.m. in
writing the Council for Postsecon~panel discussion Wednesd~y.
dary Education. Completed apNicholson Pavilion. The workshop
plications must be sent to the
will include aerobic dance,
double-stunt work, cheer instrucCouncil postmarked no later than
''ACROSS THE GENE RA- tions,
and choreography
April 16, 1982. Selection is limited
TIONS: TENSIONS, Living Ar- demonstrations. For applications
to residents of the state of
rangements, and Health,"is the or information call University
Washington. Winners will be antopic of a workshop which will be Recreation, 963-3512.
nounced by June 15, 1982.
Saturday, April 24, from 9:30 a.m.
For further information call the
to 1 p.m. in the Grupe Conference
Paul Fowler Scholarship CommitCenter on campus. Bonnie
ATTENTION CAR OWNERS. · tee, Council for Postsecondary
Genevay, consultant in aging, THE First Annual Marketing Club
Education, 908 East Fifth, Olymfamily services for King County Road Rally will be Sat., April 17.
pia, WA 98504, (206) 753-3571.
will act as facilitator for the Trophies and prizes will be awardworkshop.
ed to participants at a party after
the rally. For information, call
CENTRAL SINGLES IS SPONRick, 925-2627.
SORING a potluck tomorrow at 6
ANYONE FINDING KEYS TO
p.m. at Brooklane Village in the
campus buildings can return them
Multipurpose Room. Bring your
to the key shop by sending them
favorite dish, your kids, $1 cover
DO YOU RECEIVE YOUR
hrough campus mail to the mail? All students should have
charge and join the over 25 group
Jongeward Services Building.
on campus. For more information
their correct addresses on file.
CITIZENS FOR HEBELER
PRESCHOOL would like to
organize a fee-paying program for
young children. If you are inc.erested, call Hebeler School,
3-1601.

.

Central Washington Universi!Y

call 962-2425, 925-1292, 925-6750
evenings.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI: A co-ed
business fraternity on campus is
having a meeting for new
members April 12 at 7:00 p.m.,
SUB 206. Any students majoring
in business, economics, or accounting are welcome to come. For
more information call 962-6196.

IF YOU HAD A National
Defense or National Direct Student Loan while you attended Central, a hold has been placed on
your graduation. This hold will be
released immediately upon completion of your exit interview with
the Student Accounts Office. Call
the Student Accounts Office at
963-3546 or come to the second
floor of Mitchell Hall to make your
appointment as soon as possible.
Your exit interview must be completed after you have · received
your last advance.

THE FIRST KIDS NIGHT out of
Spring quarter is Friday. Kids
Night Out is an evening child care
program offered every Friday
night at Hebeler from 6-10 p.m.,
for kids from 5-10 years of age.
The program cost which includes
supervision, games, snacks,
music, movies, arts and crafts,
stories, etc. is $2.25 for CWU
students, staff and faculty ,and
$3.25 for the Ellensburg Com-

.
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munity. The program is offered to
give children and their parents
the option of what to do on Friday
nights, other than the babysitter
or the television set. For more information contact University
Recreation at 963-3512.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
A Job Search Workshop will be
held April 13, 14, 15 from 3-4 p.m.
in Shaw.Smyser 105. Topics to be
presented
include
selfassessmeµt, the hidden job
market, reswne and cover letters,
and interviewing. June graduates,
as well as graduate students, are
encouraged to attend.

JOBFAffi
Central's Ninth Annual Job Fair
is planned for April 21. The event
is open to all students on campus,
as well as to all faculty and staff
members. An opportunity is provided for you to meet employers
from all over the Northwest on an
informal basis.

MILITARY RECRUITING
The U.S. Marine Corps will have
a representative on CWU's campus April 13-16 and May 5-6. A
booth will be set up in the Student
Union Building and Barge 105. Advance sign-up is not necessary.
The U.S. Air Force plans to be
at Barge 105 on April 26-advance
sign-up posted April 19-23.

Appearing all week:

AN
AMERICAN
WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

TABOO
Try our people pleasin' specials

Thursday, April 8

SUB Theater
3, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Admission : $2.00
Next week:

Heavy Metal

19

Monday blues? Brighten the beginning
of the eek with a delicious daiquiri for S1so
Tequila Tuesday. Our tasty tequila
cocktails .will tantalize you for a m~re S 12 5
You won't be running "~hort" on Wednesday.
Well drinks for S125 if you come dressed in shorts!
Ladies night is Thursday.
Well drinks are S125 if you're of the female gender
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CWU signs agreement with Japan's Shimane
Central signed into a SisterUni versity relationship with
Japan's Shimane University Friday, March 26 to promote cultural
exchange between the two colleges.
With the agreement the two
universities pledge the following:
- A cooperative spirit of
mutual understanding and the
establishment .of close, friendly
relations;
- The promotion of student,
faculty, research and cultural exchanges;
- and to contribute to the improvement of educational and
academic cultures of both countries, promote greater friendship,
international understanding,
goodwill and peace.
Shimane University President
Ichiro Yamada and his wife and
daughter were on the CWU campus for the official signing
ceremony. Preliminary planning
for the Sister relationship began
months ago, and CWU President
Don Garrity visited Japan last October as discussions continued.
"We share a common sense of
mission and responsibility,'' Garrity said of the agreement. 'The
responsibility to educate our
young men and women knows no
boundaries." Garrity added that
the students we educate today will
be the leaders of the 21st Century,
and their vision will encompass
the entire world.
"This year I want to start with
having students in a one-month
visit
during
the
sununer,"Yamada said. "I want

CWU President
Donald Garrity
(right) and Makiko
Doi look on as
lchiro Yamada,
. president
of
Japan's Shi mane
University, addresses the media
at the March 26
signing of a SisterUniversity agreement. CWU Photo

to propose to the Ministry of
Education the building of an International Exchange House by 1983
to accommodate students from
Central Washington University."
Shimane is a national university
located by the Japan Sea at Matsue City, which has a population of
130,000 people. The word Matsue
is composed of two Chinese
characters--"matsu" meaning
pine and "e" meaning bay.

Makiko Doi, a librarian at Central, has relatives in Matsue and
she told Garrity about the
Japanese university there.
Yamada has been president of
Shimane since April, 1981. He intends to accelerate the
university's internationalism, and
next year Yamada hopes to
establish a Sister-University relationship with Kent University in
Ohio.

Prior to being named president,
Yamada was Dean of Shimane's
School of Agricultural Sciences.
He started at the university in 1968
as a professor.
Yamada, who is an expert on
Eastern pottery, and his family
arrived in Ellensburg Thursday,
March 25 and stayed here until
Monday, March 29. They toured
the Yakima Valley, Vantage and
the Wanapum Dam.

Often
en fora
Sports car.
We still don't think the Civic
1500 GL Hatchback is a sports
car. But Motor Trend's Sports Car
Graphic magazine insists it is.t
And so do plenty of Civic GL
O\'-Tiers. Perhaps that's because
it's powered by a spirited 1488cc

engine. And comes equipped
with front-wheel drive, 4-wheel
independent suspension and
rack and pinion steering for
responsive road handling.
Plus a 5-speed transmission,
tachometer, racy 4-spok~ steer-

17th St. and Terrace Heights Way

ing wheel and steel-belted
radials. /
Whether it's a sports car
you're after, or simply practical
fuel efficiency,* you can't lose
with a Honda Civic 1500 GL.
The experts say you get both.

Yakima

75-1090

